


CUA 2021 CASE FOR CHANGE

1. Administrative information
For a list of the products proposed to be reviewed as part of this project, please see Attachment A.

Name of IRC(s):
Culture and Related Industries

Name of SSO:
PwC’s Skills for Australia (SfA)

1.1   Name and code of Training Package(s) examined to determine change is required

Creative Arts and Culture (CUA) Training Package.

2. The Case for Change
For information on the job roles to be supported through the proposed qualifications updates, enrolments data,
completion rates, and the number of RTOs delivering these qualifications please see Attachment B.

2.1 Rationale for change

The Culture and Related Industries IRC proposes the following 2022 project work to address two current
skills and knowledge gaps in the CUA Training Package, as outlined below:

Project 22A: Virtual and hybrid events and creative products

The creative arts and culture sector in Australia is a dynamic industry that hosts an array of events such as
live music, dance performances, film festivals, art exhibitions, media and live production events. The
industry has recently undergone rapid changes and disruption as a result of the following industry drivers:

● COVID-19 has caused unprecedented disruption in the creative arts and culture industry, where
restrictions and lockdowns have caused significant delays and cancellations of live events and
productions. This has resulted in devastating financial impacts to the industry, where since July
2021, Australia’s live music industry recorded a staggering loss of $94 million due to the pandemic.
In addition, over 32,000 live events have been cancelled since July 2021. The Australian live1

entertainment  industry in 2021 has recorded a loss of $24 billion in economic output, coupled with
$11 billion lost in industry value. In response to this major downturn, Australian creative2

professionals such as AV technicians, performers, sound engineers and audio technicians have
needed to adapt and create/design virtual and hybrid (combination of in-person and virtual) events
and products to remain compliant with COVID-19 restrictions.

● New and emerging technologies are widely being used across various sectors in the industry as a
result of COVID-19. For example, the live music industry has been severely impacted due to
lockdowns and border closures. Artists consequently have needed to innovate, use digital platforms
and social media, to collaborate with their band/ensemble remotely and create and edit content and
upload for viewing. The role of technology has dramatically expanded in the Australian creative3

industries since 2020. The Australian digital music media market grew by 8.3% in 2020. According4

to a recent study, two in three Australians attend six or more live streamed virtual events. It is

4 https://www.pwc.com.au/industry/entertainment-and-media-trends-analysis/outlook/music.html

3

https://www.apple.com/au/newsroom/2021/06/in-a-year-apart-apple-technology-helped-educators-and-learn
ers-stay-connected/

2

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/feb/22/more-job-losses-ahead-for-australian-live-music-industry-
operators-warn

1 https://ilostmygig.net.au/latest-news/f/losses-continue

https://www.pwc.com.au/industry/entertainment-and-media-trends-analysis/outlook/music.html
https://www.apple.com/au/newsroom/2021/06/in-a-year-apart-apple-technology-helped-educators-and-learners-stay-connected/
https://www.apple.com/au/newsroom/2021/06/in-a-year-apart-apple-technology-helped-educators-and-learners-stay-connected/
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/feb/22/more-job-losses-ahead-for-australian-live-music-industry-operators-warn
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/feb/22/more-job-losses-ahead-for-australian-live-music-industry-operators-warn
https://ilostmygig.net.au/latest-news/f/losses-continue
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expected in a post-pandemic world, the use of these technologies to hold virtual and hybrid live
stream events will continue to expand.5

● There has been a change in consumer preferences since the pandemic. Digitally/virtually accessed
entertainment has been increasingly used by consumers. According to a survey conducted by New
York Magazine, 75% of respondents have participated in online arts and activities such as arts video
content and live streamed events since the pandemic. It is expected that the trend for increased6

consumer demand for digitally/virtually accessed entertainment will continue to increase in a
post-pandemic world.

The above industry drivers have impacted and created a demand for the following skills and work tasks:

o Designing virtual and hybrid events;

o Operating new technologies for live streaming virtual and hybrid events.

o Support with operation of live stream virtual and hybrid events; and

o Digitising creative products.

Project 22B: Working with confronting material project

From actors to visual artists, workers in the creative industries are at times required to work with difficult
and confronting material in their day-to-day activities. Confronting material is often experienced in roles
requiring method acting, intimate scenes, confronting artistic exhibitions, traumatic content/scenes that
occur in screen productions as well as confronting material seen or experienced during live broadcast and
media. Workers across the creative industries report the great impacts and psycho-social hazards of
working with confronting material and processes - particularly where there is little formal training nor
support with skills in (a) how to identify and respond to confronting material or processes and/or (b) how
to manage your response to working with confronting materials. The concern is that workers in the sector
are not always equipped with the skills to identify these risks, to understand and know how to respond,
manage and work effectively with the confronting materials. This has a significant impact on the prevalence
of anxiety, stress, depression, and sleep disorders which are already experienced at a high rate in the
industry. 7

The skills and knowledge gap in the Training Package has been acknowledged in the sector for a long time
and has undergone significant consultation and validation during the CUA Training Package v5.0 Case for
Endorsement across 2019-2020. In this process, key industry stakeholders - notably leading industry bodies
including Entertainment Assist and Arts Wellbeing Collective - confirmed their strong industry support for
the skills need in this area. 8

Since 2020, additional consultation has occurred with Safe Work Australia (SWA) to confirm the skills
demand relating to working with confronting material and any concerns around placing a positive
obligation on supporting others. In this process, PwC’s SfA confirmed that the removal of any positive
obligation to support others would satisfy the industry need whilst maintaining support from SWA. Industry
consultation has confirmed that the skills required for working with confronting materials have not yet been
addressed in any other project (including the recently endorsed BSB Mental Wellbeing project which caters
only for disruption in ‘organisational environments’ and does not relate to working with confronting

8 In December 2020, the IRC submitted a Case for Endorsement which included four units of competency to address these mental
wellbeing challenges faced by the industry. In January 2021, the IRC removed two units of competency from the Case for
Endorsement following feedback from the AISC and Safe Work Australia (SWA) that ‘supporting others’ may be a concern to place on
an individual without the support of an organisation. Specifically, the concern was raised around the ‘risk mitigation activities in
relation to others.” To address this feedback and SWA’s concerns we propose to remove reference to “risk mitigation activities in
relation to others” throughout the unit developed.

7 https://engage.vic.gov.au/creative-strategy/safety-and-wellbeing

6 https://livestream.com/blog/livestreaming-events-roi

5 https://www.torrens.edu.au/blog/events-and-technology-in-2020#.YQKGM44zZPY

https://engage.vic.gov.au/creative-strategy/safety-and-wellbeing
https://livestream.com/blog/livestreaming-events-roi
https://www.torrens.edu.au/blog/events-and-technology-in-2020#.YQKGM44zZPY
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material). Based on this extensive industry consultation, the IRC proposes the development of one unit of
competency: CUAMWB403 Work with confronting material and processes in the creative industries.

2.2   Evidence for change

Project 22A Virtual and hybrid events and creative products

As noted above, COVID-19 has directly impacted the creative arts industries, where restrictions and public
gathering bans have resulted in cancellation of live entertainment events. The repercussions of this are an
estimated loss of over 80,000 jobs at this point in time. This figure is expected to continuously increase due9

to the impacts of current lockdowns and restrictions. Without the ability for live performances to operate at
full capacity, the long-term sustainability of arts companies remains in jeopardy. Therefore, there is a10

rapidly increasing requirement for companies and creative professionals to adapt to virtual and hybrid
settings (as outlined in section 2.1). To support this transition, there is a need to promote growth in the
industry and skill existing professionals. This has been supported throughout our consultation process from
industry organisations working across events, music, visual arts and live production.

Project 22B Working with confronting material project

As noted above, there is a need to recognise the importance of the impacts of working with confronting
material and processes in the creative arts industry, which can lead to issues such as sleeping disorders and
anxiety if not addressed. It is estimated that 61% of individuals in the creative arts industry have shown
symptoms of depression in comparison to the national average of 36%. Some factors associated with this11

include severe stress caused by day-to-day work activities (including working with difficult and confronting
material) and not having the skills to respond and manage this stress.  In response to this trend, there is a
need to skill existing creative professionals to better manage their response and stress when faced with
difficult situations and confronting materials and processes. This has been supported throughout our
consultation with key industry organisations and peak bodies such as Showtech and Arts Wellbeing
Collective.

11 https://everymind.imgix.net/assets/Uploads/Mentally-Healthy-2018-Summary-of-Key-Findings.pdf

10

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEI/COVID-19_Tourism/Submissions/
S127_Live_Performance_Australia_Redacted.pdf

9

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/feb/22/more-job-losses-ahead-for-australian-live-music-in
dustry-operators-warn

https://everymind.imgix.net/assets/Uploads/Mentally-Healthy-2018-Summary-of-Key-Findings.pdf
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEI/COVID-19_Tourism/Submissions/S127_Live_Performance_Australia_Redacted.pdf
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEI/COVID-19_Tourism/Submissions/S127_Live_Performance_Australia_Redacted.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/feb/22/more-job-losses-ahead-for-australian-live-music-industry-operators-warn
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/feb/22/more-job-losses-ahead-for-australian-live-music-industry-operators-warn
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2.3   Consideration of existing products

Project 22A: Virtual and hybrid events and creative products

As noted above, there are four key skill areas identified in response to the industry drivers. Existing training
products have been considered across a range of training packages to determine the skills and knowledge
gaps that exist. A summary of this analysis appears below.

(1) Design virtual and hybrid creative events

● This skill involves conceptualising and/or designing virtual and hybrid events such as live music, art
exhibitions, dance performances and live production.

● Consideration of existing products - two units were analysed that relate to this skill area:

o CUADES521 Design events: this unit addresses the skills and knowledge required to design
events in indoor and outdoor settings. This unit, however, does not cover the degree and
specificity of skill required to design events in virtual and hybrid settings in the creative
industries.

o SITEEVT009 Organise event infrastructure: This unit addresses the skills and knowledge
required to organise event infrastructure at established and untested venues. The unit,
however, does not address the specificity of the skills and knowledge required to design
virtual and hybrid events and relates more to physical infrastructure which is not the
identified skills gap in this project.

● Skills and knowledge gap: Based on the above, there is a current skills and knowledge gap in
conceptualising and creating a plan for designing events for virtual and hybrid settings - particularly
as it relates to the creative design of live productions and performances. These skills and knowledge
are not addressed by existing training products. As such, we propose to create one new unit of
competency: CUADES523 Design virtual and hybrid events.

(2) Operate technologies for live streaming virtual and hybrid events

● This skill involves managing the technological requirements of live streaming virtual and hybrid
events, including technical considerations of using different software, managing video, audio and
sound production and understanding the requirements of live streaming virtual and hybrid events.

● Consideration of existing products – a range of units of competency were identified as relating to
this skill area:

o CUAVSS401 Operate complex vision systems: This unit covers the skills and knowledge
required to prepare and operate complex vision systems and devices that require the use of
media servers and control networks. This unit however misses key steps required to operate
systems for a live stream in a virtual and hybrid environment.

o There are a range of ICT units related to networking; however, these units have been
analysed as too complex for the skills needed in the creative arts industry.

● Skills and knowledge gap: Based on the above, there is a current skills and knowledge gap in the
specific requirements of operating and using technologies required to live stream virtual and hybrid
events - which differ to the skills addressed in CUAVSS401. As such, we propose to create one new
unit of competency: CUADES524 Operate live streaming technologies for virtual and hybrid events.

(3) Support with operation of live stream virtual and hybrid events

● This skill involves technical support of audio, visual, facilitating and working with different
technological platforms (such as video conferencing, and social media) to live stream virtual and
hybrid events and manage the audience experience ensuring members are able to join and engage
with the live stream events.
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● Consideration of existing products - as noted above, one unit was identified as relating to this skill
area:

○ CUAVSS401 Operate complex vision systems: this unit is too complex and goes beyond the
skill needed to support the operation of a live stream virtual and hybrid event.

● Skills and knowledge gap: As such, there is a current skills and knowledge gap in supporting the
operation of live stream virtual and hybrid events. As such, we propose to create one new unit of
competency: CUADES425 Support with operation of live streaming technologies for virtual and
hybrid events.

(4) Digitising creative products

● This skill involves creative artists such as musicians, actors and producers using platforms such as
social media and video conferencing to collaborate with fellow artists, develop and produce content
and share this digitally.

● Consideration of existing training products - two units were identified as relating to this skill area
○ CUADES601 Design innovative products: This unit covers the skills and knowledge required

to design and develop innovative products and creative works that are “market-ready,”
innovative work may be physical, virtual or conceptual. As such, this unit sufficiently covers
the skills and knowledge required to digitise creative products.

○ CUAPPR612 Collaborate in professional creative projects: This unit applies to those who are
independent creative practitioners working together in a collaborative team on commercial
or community creative projects in physical or virtual environments. They may work on
individual pieces of creative work or on thematically connected works in the broader context
of a work brief, exhibition, competition or themed event.

● Skills and knowledge gap: Based on the above, the skills required to digitise creative products are
currently covered by the two existing units of competency CUADES601 and CUAPPR612. As such, we
do not propose to create a new unit of competency to address these skills and knowledge; rather, we
propose to create a new skill set which includes these two units to provide existing creative artists a
pathway to upskilling in digitising creative products.

Please note: We are aware that the Tourism, Travel and Hospitality IRC is currently undertaking a project in
the events sector to meet current and future needs of industry in a post COVID-19 world. As such, we will
look to import any training products developed as part of the project into the CUA Training Package, should
they align to the skills and knowledge required. Units that have currently been identified to potentially
import into the CUA Training Package include:

● SITEEVT012 Develop event concepts

● SITEEVT011 Research event industry trends and practice

Project 22B: Working with confronting material

Consideration was given to existing training products in other training packages such as the Business
Services (BSB) Cross-Sector Mental Health and Organisational Disruption Skill Set. The IRC has
acknowledged that the BSB training products apply to organisational settings; however, the industry
evidence shows that there are skills and knowledge specific to the creative arts and culture industry which
cannot be sufficiently covered by the BSB training products - specifically the skill in working with
confronting material which does not exist in any Training Package.

In addition, consideration has been given to the HLT Health Training Package and CHC Community Service
Training Package. Some of these units include CHCCCS020 Respond effectively to behaviours of concern,
CHCMHS001 Work with people with mental health issues and HLTAHW017 Assess and support client’s
social and emotional wellbeing. The IRC has acknowledged that the units listed provide the skills and
knowledge for individuals to respond and provide support for the wellbeing of others. However, Project 22B
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aims to provide the skills and knowledge required for people to manage risks associated with working with
confronting material, including managing their own response and creating risk management strategies for
themselves individually (and not for others). As such, the IRC proposes to develop one unit of competency in
working with confronting materials to address this gap. In consultations with key peak bodies in the
industry (i.e. Entertainment Assist and Arts Wellbeing Collective) this gap was confirmed as being critically
important to address in the industry.

2.4   Approach to streamlining and rationalisation of the training products being reviewed

Project 22A: Virtual and hybrid events and creative products

The project will look to include three new units of competency in designing virtual and hybrid events and
operating and facilitating live streaming technologies. It has been determined that existing units in the CUA
Training Package cover the skills and knowledge of digitising creative products for virtual and hybrid
contexts such as CUADES601 Design innovative products and CUAPPR612 Collaborate in professional
creative projects. As such, no new units are proposed to be in relation to digitising creative products.

Project 22B: Working with confronting material project

As noted in Section 2.3, it has been determined that no existing training across national training packages
covers the specific skills and knowledge required when working with confronting materials in the creative
industries. As such, the IRC proposes to create one new unit of competency to cover these industry specific
skills and knowledge gaps.
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3. Stakeholder consultation

3.1 Stakeholder consultation undertaken in the development of Case for Change

For a full list of industry-specific stakeholders that actively participated in the stakeholder consultation process
undertaken to develop the Case for Change, please see Attachment C.

The following methods were used to identify and consult with stakeholders:

Consultation with members across the IRC and industry experts

IRC members identified key industry drivers during an IRC meeting in May 2021. In addition, IRC members
have provided referrals for industry representatives across the two projects.

Consultation with the Tourism, Travel and Hospitality IRC

It has been identified that the Tourism, Travel and Hospitality IRC is currently undertaking a project in the
events sector to meet current and future needs of industry in a post COVID-19 world. PwC’s Skills for
Australia has consulted with SkillsIQ and confirmed there is no explicit overlap with the training products in
this Case for Change. In addition, the IRC intends to consider and import any relevant SIT training products
once they become available on the national register (as detailed in section 2.3).

Consultation with PwC’s Skills for Australia’s national stakeholder network

Industry employers and organisations, peak bodies, government and RTOs across all states and territories in
Australia were invited to participate in consultations and provide feedback and insights. Stakeholder lists
from previous CUA projects conducted by PwC’s SfA and referrals from the CUA IRC were collated to create
stakeholder lists that were relevant across the two projects. Through this process, 50 stakeholders across
different Australian states and territories participated in consultation.

Email campaigns and social media engagement

Emails were sent to over 1000 registered subscribers of PwC’s SfA CUA mailing list. These emails provide
subscribers with the option to reach out or to refer individuals for consultation across the two projects or
complete a feedback survey. Subscribers to this list include State/Territory Training Authority (STA)
networks, IRC members and individuals who had engaged with previous CUA projects. From this, we have
consulted with over 50 stakeholders across different states and territories.

3.2   Evidence of Industry Support

For a list of the issues raised by stakeholders during consultation and the IRC’s response to these, please see
Attachment D.

The proposed industry drivers described in this Case for Change have been approved by IRC members in
response to feedback obtained through consultation. Support for these changes was confirmed through
consultations with key creative arts industry representatives such as Music Australia, Showtech, Perform
Australia, key regulators such as APARA AMCOS and Safe Work Australia and key RTO representatives such as
TAFE NSW, Collarts, WAAPA and TAFE QLD. The consultation approach included targeted stakeholder
interviews, surveys and IRC meetings. The method and scale of stakeholder consultation undertaken in
building the Case for Change is outlined in Attachment C – List of stakeholders that actively participated in the
consultation process of the Case for Change.

3.3 Proposed stakeholder consultation strategy for project

Note: For a full list of industry-specific stakeholders who are planned to be contacted to participate in the
stakeholder consultation process undertaken for this project, please see Attachment E.
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IRC meetings

The CUA IRC will be engaged throughout all phases of project work, meeting regularly for planning
consultations, review of consultation insights and training product recommendations, and review of draft
and final training products.

Targeted consultations

Targeted consultations will be conducted with groups and individuals identified as relevant stakeholders by
the CUA IRC as well as contacts within the PwC’s Skills for Australia network. These will include SMEs,
industry experts, peak bodies, industry associations and RTO representatives.

Surveys

In order to collect feedback from a broad range of participants, surveys will be distributed to all CUA
subscribers of PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website including IRC members, and key contacts that have been
engaged in the Case for Change development and previous CUA projects.

4. Licencing or regulatory linkages

Project 22A:

The IRC are aware that licensing or regulatory implications may exist in relation to broadcasting live or
pre-recorded music and sound recordings on digital and hybrid platforms. These licenses are managed and
governed by APRA AMCOS. The IRC proposes to work closely with APRA AMCOS throughout the Case for
Endorsement and training product development stages to ensure compliance.

Project 22B:

There are currently no licensing or regulatory linkages which have been identified across this project.

5. Project implementation

5.1 Prioritisation category

It is proposed that these two projects are routine and due to the small size of training products, the proposed
timeframe for completion is 9 months.

5.2 Project milestones

● IRC finalisation and submission of Case for Change – September 2021

● AISC project approval – 12 October 2021

● Draft 1 consultation and training product development – November 2021 – January 2022

● Stakeholder review and validation – February 2022 – April 2022

● Editorial and Equity and Quality Assurance – April 2022 – May 2022

● Final consultation with states and territories – May 2022 – June 2022

● CfE submitted for approval – July 2022

5.3    Delivery or implementation issues

No implementation issues were raised during this Case for Change.
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6. Implementing the Skills Minister’s Priority reforms for Training Packages
(2015 and October 2020)

Ensure that more information about industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more informed course
choices

Training products will be clearly titled, with titles linked to specific skills and knowledge. A Companion
Volume Implementation Guide will accompany Version 6.0 of the CUA Training Package to support
implementation across a range of settings.

Ensure the training system better supports individuals to move more easily between related
occupations

Where applicable, training products will be developed and reviewed to ensure individuals can move more
easily within sub-sectors of the creative arts industry such as music, visual arts and media.

Improve the efficiency of the training system that can be owned and used by multiple industry sectors

Ongoing project work will consider how developed components can be used across other training packages
such as SIT Tourism, Travel and Hospitality to provide learners with specialised skills in virtual and hybrid
events and live streaming.

Foster the recognition of skill sets and work with industry to support their recommendations

We propose to develop one skill set to recognise existing creative professionals and allow them to upskill in
digitising creative products.
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This Case for Change was agreed to by the Culture and Related Industries IRC

Name of Chair Yvonne Webb

Signature of Chair

Date 13/09/2021
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Attachment A: Training Package components to change

PwC’s Skills for Australia

Contact details: info@skillsforaustralia.com

Date submitted: 12 October 2021.

Project
number

Project Name Qualification/
Unit / Skillset

Code Title Details of last review
(endorsement date, nature of

this update transition,
review, establishment)

Change Required

A Virtual and hybrid
events and
creative products

Unit CUADES523 Design virtual and hybrid events New unit New

A Virtual and hybrid
events and
creative products

Unit CUADES524 Operate live streaming
technologies for virtual and
hybrid events

New unit New

A Virtual and hybrid
events and
creative products

Unit CUADES425 Support with operation of live
streaming technologies for
virtual and hybrid events

New unit New

A Virtual and hybrid
events and
creative products

Skill set CUASS00113 Digitising Creative Product Skill
Set

- CUADES601 Design
innovative products

- CUAPPR612 Collaborate
in professional creative
projects

New skill set New
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A Virtual and hybrid
events and
creative products

Qualification CUA40420 Certificate IV in Live Production
and Technical Services

Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created units of competency in
Group D General Skills:

● CUADES425 Support
with operation of live
streaming
technologies for
virtual and hybrid
events

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries.

Update (Minor
changes only)

A Virtual and hybrid
events and
creative products

Qualification CUA50420 Diploma of Live Production and
Technical Services

Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created units of competency in
Group D General Skills:

● CUADES523 Design
virtual and hybrid
events

● CUADES524 Operate
live streaming
technologies for virtual
and hybrid events

Update (Minor
changes only)

B Working with
confronting
material

Unit CUAMWB403 Work with confronting material
and processes in the creative
industries

New unit New

B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA40120 Certificate IV in Dance Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
General electives:

Update (Minor
changes only)
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● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA40320 Certificate IV in Dance Teaching
and Management

Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
General electives:

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

Update (Minor
changes only)

B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA40320 Certificate IV in Dance Teaching
and Management

Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
General electives:

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

Update (Minor
changes only)

B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA40720 Certificate IV in Design Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
General electives:

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

Update (Minor
changes only)
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B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA41220 Certificate IV in Screen and
Media

Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
Group E - General:

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

Update (Minor
changes only)

B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA41120 Certificate IV in Photography and
Digital Imaging

Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
General electives:

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

Update (Minor
changes only)

B Working with
confronting
material

Qualification CUA41320 Certificate IV in Visual Arts Update of existing qualification
to include the following newly
created unit of competency in
General electives:

● CUAMWB403 Work
with confronting
material and processes
in the creative
industries

Update (Minor
changes only)
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Attachment B:  Job role, enrolment information, the number of RTOs currently delivering these qualifications

Please set out the job roles to be supported through the updated qualifications, enrolment data over the past three years in which data is available for each
qualification, completion rates for each qualification, and the number of RTOs delivering these qualifications.

Job role Qualification to be
updated to support the

job role

Enrolment data (for the past
three years)

Completion rates (for the past
three years)

Number of RTOs delivering (for
the past three years)

N/A – no qualifications will undergo major/endorsable updates in this project.
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Attachment C: List of stakeholders that actively participated in the consultation process of the Case for Change

Name of
stakeholder

Title Organisation Organisation type Jurisdiction/town/city (e.g.
NSW/Sydney)

Richard Barrett Director of Faculty TAFE Queensland
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) QLD

Yvonne Webb Industry Engagement Officer
Industry Skills Advisory
Council - NT

Industry association/peak
body NT

Dianah Brown

Psychosocial and Consultation
Policy | Assistant Director Safe Work Australia Regulator ACT

Ben O'Hara Managing Director Music Australia
Industry association/peak
body VIC

Jesse Hooper Head of Music Performance Collarts Industry representative VIC

Tiny Good Director Showtech Australia Industry representative VIC

Rohan Langford
Head Teacher - Creative and
Design Ideation TAFE NSW

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Craig Daalmeijer-Power
Head Teacher - Photography
and Screen & Media TAFE NSW

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Lutfi Hady
Head Teacher - Film,
Television and Sound TAFE NSW

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Ruth Gollan
SkillsPoint Production
Manager - Events TAFE NSW

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Steve Bull
Industry Lead - Creative and
Design Ideation TAFE NSW

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Ron Frim VE Teacher - Screen & Media RMIT
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC
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Vanessa Hunter Student TAFE
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Andrew Totman Creative Industry Lead TAFE NSW
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Jason Garbenis
Unit Coordinator Scenery &
Props

Edith Cowan University
(WAAPA)

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) WA

Tony King Music Lecturer South Regional TAFE
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) WA

Kate Kaleb

RTO compliance, Training and
Assessment materials
developer

Freelance Dance Training
Consultant (Ausdance Vic,
National Theatre Ballet
School, Cecchetti ballet
Australia) Individual Expert VIC

David Hyde Educator and designer Chisholm Institute
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Jon Davey Lecturer WAAPA
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) WA

Nicholas Comensoli Head Teacher TAFE NSW
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Elizabeth Scott CEO Perform Australia
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) ACT

Kerin Joan Manson Trainer Assessor Yalga-binbi Institute Industry employee QLD

Eloise Gallagher Program Director Turn Up Event Individual Expert QLD

David Hints Technical Coordinator Bundaberg Regional Council Industry representative QLD

Michael Kelly VET Leader Of Learning
Catholic Education Office:
Diocese of Parramatta Employer NSW
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Anna McAuley

Various- Principal Educational
Officer- Arts Unit, Senior
Educational Officer- Teacher
Quality Advisor, Creative Arts
Officer

NSW Department of
Education Government/regulator NSW

Tracy Paterson NCAT Program Leader
Northern College of the Arts
and Technology

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Imogen Oke-Janetzki Trainer / Teacher NCAT
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Sallyann Bower

Operations Manager for
Creative Arts and Digital
Design TAFE QLD

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) QLD

Catherine Ryan Educational Manager Holmesglen
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Scott Webb Teacher TAFE NSW
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Ric Arnold Theatre & AV Technician Mentone Grammar Individual Expert VIC

Jamie Henson Director JIM HENSON AUSTRALIA Employer VIC

Adrian Combes
Teacher and industry
practitioner

TAFE East Coast Qld and
Big Screens Australia pty ltd.

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) QLD

Garry Ferguson Production Manager
Freelance Production
Manager Industry representative WA

Letece Oliver Educator Team Leader TAFE Queensland Industry representative QLD

Caroline Abbey Lecturer South Regional TAFE
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) WA

Andrea Smith Director Applause Genie Industry representative QLD
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Gene Moyle
Academic Director - New
Projects QUT Individual Expert QLD

Shelagh Magadza Executive Director
Chamber of Arts and Culture
WA

Industry association/peak
body WA

Seán Figgers VET Advisor Collarts
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Fiona Power Fashion Teacher TAFE Queensland
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) QLD

Rob Turton Trainer Newhaven College
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Darren McBride
Technical and Production
Coordinator Logan Entertainment Centre Industry representative QLD

Eilidh Dragovic
Director of Education &
Business Development

Jason Coleman's Ministry of
Dance

Industry association/peak
body VIC

Jenny Lovell

Lead Teacher, Dramatic Arts
and main teacher in Diploma
of Theatre Arts Melbourne Polytechnic

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) VIC

Tracy Margieson
Head of Program, Arts
Wellbeing Collective

Arts Wellbeing Collective /
Arts Centre Melbourne

Industry association/peak
body VIC

Dallas Perry
Principal Lecturer and Visual
Art Lecturer North Metro TAFE

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) WA

Marguerite Barber Director Australian Dance Institute
Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW

Stephen Petek
SEO Product Specialist/PT
Teacher oneTAFE

Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) NSW
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Kam Greville
Research and Engagement
Coordinator Arts Wellbeing Collective

Industry association/peak
body VIC

Account Manager Services &
Operations

Account Manager Services &
Operations

APRA AMCOS Regulator
NSW

Digital Account Manager Digital Account Manager APRA AMCOS Regulator NSW

Liz Martin
Arts Development and
Training Manager Accessible Arts

Industry association/peak
body NSW

Clive Miller CEO Support Act
Industry association/peak
body NSW
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Attachment D: Issues Raised by Stakeholders during consultation on the development of the Case for Change

Stakeholder Type Issues Raised IRC’s Response to Issues Raised

Industry Reference Committee (IRC)
Representatives

There were no issues raised by IRC members
during the Case for Change development.

Peak Industry Bodies Key peak bodies such as Arts Wellbeing
Collective and Accessible Arts have indicated
their support for Project 22B and will continue to
be consulted throughout the Case for
Endorsement.

The IRC have noted the feedback from key peak bodies
during the Case for Change and proposes to ensure
those key peak bodies with expertise in working with
confronting materials and processes in the creative
arts industry are engaged throughout the Case for
Endorsement.

Employers (Non-IRC) Project 22B:

Employers have highlighted the sensitivities in
the area working with confronting material and
the impacts this may have on an individual’s
mental health.

The IRC recognises the sensitivities around this area
and feel this adds to the need for training in the skills
and knowledge to manage and respond to this.

Regulators Project 22A:

APRA AMCOS indicated there may be potential
licensing implications in relation to broadcasting
live or pre-recorded music on digital platforms.

Project 22B:

Safe Work Australia noted the importance of
understanding the correct technical terminology
to include within the training products,
specifically around understanding the key
differences between “mental wellbeing” and
“psycho-social/psychological hazards.”

As engaged during this Case for Change, the IRC
proposes to work closely with these licensing and
regulatory bodies throughout the Case for
Endorsement and training product development
process to ensure compliance.

Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) Project 22A: There is currently a skills and
knowledge gap in live streaming, which relates to

As outlined in this Case for Change, the IRC proposes to
create three new units of competency to cover the
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networking, technical considerations and
managing live stream virtual and hybrid events.

skills and knowledge required to design virtual and
hybrid events along with operating and facilitating live
streaming technologies. These units of competency
will consider the networking skills required for
managing live stream virtual and hybrid events.

Training Boards/Other There were no issues raised by Training
Boards/other during the Case for Change.

State and Territory Training Authorities
(STAs)

The Western Australian and Tasmanian STAs
have provided their support for the CUA Case for
Change.

The Victorian STA have not provided their
support for the CUA Case for Change as they do
not support newly created units of competency
being added to an existing qualification elective
bank as a minor change. This differs from the
PwC SfA interpretation as per the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy (Section 6.2 Minor Changes).

The Victorian STA has also provided additional
feedback and suggestions to be considered and
applied throughout the Case for Change.

We are still waiting to receive a response from
other states and territories.

The VIC STA’s interpretation of Section 6.2 is
inconsistent with the interpretation supported by the
DESE & AISC Secretariat that the addition of newly
created units of competency to existing qualifications
constitutes a minor change to those qualifications
within the application of Section 6.2. As such, the IRC
proposes to follow the approach of updating existing
qualifications to include newly created units of
competency being added to an elective bank as a minor
change. PwC’s SfA will work with the IRC to also
provide targeted communications to RTOs with the
affected qualifications on scope – ensuring they are
informed about the minor changes.

The IRC has also reviewed the additional Case for
Change feedback/suggestions received from the
Victorian STA and have applied this as applicable.

Unions There were no issues raised by unions during the
Case for Change.

Attachment E: List of stakeholders to be contacted as part of the development of the Case for Endorsement
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The following table lists indicative stakeholders only we would expect – at a minimum – to receive input from during the Case for Endorsement. As this Case
for Endorsement is comparatively small in scope, the IRC proposes to undertake a targeted consultation phase supported by open consultation input from
PwC’s Skills for Australia’s extensive subscriber lists.

Name of Stakeholder Title Organisation Organisation type (e.g.
Employer, peak body, union,
RTO, regulator)

Jurisdiction/town/city (e.g.
NSW/Sydney)

Ben O’Hara Higher Education
Councillor

Music Australia Peak body, IRC member VIC

Nathan McKenzie National
Operations
Manager

Encore Events Technologies Employer, IRC member NSW

Tina Broad SongMakers
Project Consultant

APRA AMCOS Peak body, IRC member NSW

Lee Scott National
Operations
Manager

Australian Museums and
Galleries Association Inc

Peak body, IRC member ACT

Julie Hobbs CEO FutureNow Creative and
Leisure Industries Training
Council

Industry Skills Training Council,
IRC member

WA

Yvonne Webb Operations
Manager

ISACNT Industry Skills Advisory Council,
IRC member

NT

Richard Barrett Director of Faculty,
Creative Industries,
Business, IT &
Service TAFE QLD

RTO, IRC member QLD

Christian Tátchev Academy Director Queensland Ballet Employer,  IRC member QLD

Stuart Halusz President, WA
Equity Division

Media, Entertainment and Arts
Alliance (MEAA)

Union, IRC member WA
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Kate Flanders Assistant Secretary
- ASU QLD
Together Branch

Australian Services Union Union, IRC member QLD

Michelle Silby Director Ausdance NSW and VIC Peak body, IRC member VIC

Peter Mousaferiadis CEO, Founder Cultural Infusion Employer, IRC member VIC

Marli Kovacevic Learning and
Development
Manager

Queensland Performing Arts
Centre

Employer QLD

Tracey Margieson Project Manager Arts Wellbeing Collective Peak body/Industry association National

Gene Moyle Associate Dean,
International and
Advancement

Queensland University of
Technology

Employer/Industry expert QLD

TBC CEO Entertainment Assist Peak body/Industry association National

Tiny Good Director Showtech Industry VIC

Dianah Brown Psychosocial and
Consultation Policy
| Assistant Director

Safe Work Australia Regulator ACT

Peter Fenton Account Manager
Services &
Operations

APRA AMCOS Regulator NSW

Oscar Selden Digital Account
Manager

APRA AMCOS Regulator NSW

NB: this list is indicative only, and a full consultation list will be provided with the Case for Endorsement


